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Abstract
Purpose: Radiotherapy with concurrent chemotherapy has been recommended as standard treatment for locally 

advanced cervical cancer. To validate the main tumor location before each high-precision helical tomotherapy (HT) 
fraction, the development of a more reliable marker or indicator is of clinical importance to avoid inadequate coverage 
of the main tumor.

Material and methods: A 61-year-old woman with cervical cancer, TMN stage cT2b2N1M1, FIGO stage IVB was 
presented. Extended field external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) with concurrent chemotherapy and the interdigitated de-
livery of intracavitary brachytherapy was performed. Helical tomotherapy equipped with megavoltage cone beam com-
puted tomography (MV-CBCT) was used for image-guided radiotherapy. For the insertion of tandem of brachytherapy 
applicator, a silicone sleeve with a central hollow canal was placed into the endocervical canal with the caudal end 
stopping at the outer surface of the cervical os, and making contact with the distal boundary of the cervical tumor during 
the entire brachytherapy course.

Results: In the remaining EBRT fractions, we found that the air cavity inside the central hollow canal of the sleeve 
could be clearly identified in daily CBCT images. The radiation oncologists matched the bony markers to adjust the 
daily setup errors because the megavoltage of the CBCT images could not provide a precise boundary between the soft 
tissue and the tumor, but the sleeve air cavity, with a clear boundary, could be used as a surrogate and reliable marker 
to guide the daily setup errors, and to demonstrate the primary tumor location before delivery of each HT fraction.

Conclusions: The application of the sleeve during the interdigitated course of HT and brachytherapy in this patient 
provided information for the feasibility of using the sleeve air cavity as a surrogate marker for the localization of the 
main primary tumor before the daily delivery of image-guided HT.
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Purpose
For locally advanced cervical cancer, concurrent chemo-

therapy and radiation therapy (CCRT) has been recom-
mended as a standard treatment [1,2]. However, radio-
therapy (RT) complications remain as clinical issues to 
be improved because of the vicinity of bone marrow and 
the small bowel, rectum, cervix uteri, and urinary blad-
der within RT fields [3,4]. Helical tomotherapy (HT), an 
advanced RT technique providing rotational beam deliv-
ery, has been shown to improve target conformality and 
to spare more normal tissue in comparison with intensity- 
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) [5,6].

For the accurate delivery of RT to the target volumes,  
kilovoltage (kV) cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) 
scanners were integrated into IMRT machines to perform 
image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT). The energy of CBCT 
scanners equipped on HT machines is in megavolts (MV), 
which does not have the same performance characteristics 
as diagnostic computed tomography (CT) scanners and  
kV-CBCT because of the lower contrast resolution [7].  
The inferior resolution of MV-CBCT images without con-
trast medium enhancement usually results in an insuffi-
cient ability to differentiate tumor and surrounding tis-
sues during the daily verification of patient positioning.  
The com bination of variable factors, including tumor shrink-
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age, anatomical alteration, body contour change, and daily 
setup errors, renders the registration of initial planning 
CT to CBCT images difficult. In clinical practice, radiation 
therapists commonly need to manually adjust the regis-
tered images according to bony markers, the most identi-
fiable structure in CBCT, to fit the initial planning target 
volumes. To validate the main tumor location before each 
high-precision HT fraction, the development of a more 
reliable marker or indicator is of clinical importance to 
avoid inadequate coverage of the main tumor.

Here, we present a case of locally advanced cervical 
cancer that received HT with the interdigitated combi-
nation of intracavitary brachytherapy. For the insertion 
of tandem of brachytherapy applicator, a silicone sleeve 
was placed into the endocervix before the beginning of 
brachytherapy. We found that the air cavity in the sleeve 
had a clear boundary and could serve as a reliable indica-
tor for locating the main primary tumor during the daily 
verification of patient positioning in HT practice.

Fig. 1. Diagnostic computed tomography images for primary cervical cancer and lymphadenopathy. A) Before concurrent 
chemo therapy and radiation therapy (CCRT) treatment, B) after CCRT treatment. Upper panel: renal vein level, arrow indicates 
enlarged paraaortic lymph node; middle panel: external iliac vein level, arrow indicates enlarged right pelvic lymph node; lower 
panel: acetabulum level, arrow indicates cervical tumor mass
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Case report

A 61-year-old woman presented with post-meno-
pause vaginal bleeding was diagnosed as having cervi-
cal squamous cell carcinoma by biopsy with parametrial 
involvement and paraaortic lymphadenopathy noted 
in CT images (Figure 1A), FIGO stage cT2b2N1M1, IVB. 
External beam radiotherapy (EBRT) with concurrent che-
motherapy, and the interdigitated delivery of intracav-
itary brachytherapy (high-dose-rate by using 192Ir) after 

34 Gy of EBRT was performed from December 2015 to 
January 2016. External beam radiotherapy was planned 
for 60 Gy for the main tumor and parametrium as well 
as 50 Gy to the pelvic and paraaaortic lymph node areas 
in 30 fractions using the simultaneously integrated boost 
technique. Helical tomotherapy (Hi Art II with dynamic 
jaws) in conjunction with MV-CBCT was used to admin-
ister EBRT in an image-guided mode. Brachytherapy was 
designed for 30 Gy in 6 fractions once a week during the 
EBRT course and twice a week after the ending of EBRT. 

Fig. 2. Image registration of initial planning and cone beam computed tomography (CT). A) Initial planning CT images regis-
tered with cone beam CT images. B) Image registration without sleeve insertion. Upper left panel: cross section. Upper right 
panel: sagittal section. Lower left panel: coronal view. Lower right panel: coronal section with isodose lines 
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Fig. 2. Cont. Image registration of initial planning and cone beam computed tomography (CT). C) Image registration with sleeve 
insertion. Upper left panel: cross section. Upper right panel: sagittal section. Lower left panel: coronal view. Lower right panel: 
coronal section with isodose lines. Grey scale: initial planning CT image; Blue scale: cone beam CT image; Arrow: sleeve air 
cavity. D) Dose volume histogram of tomotherapy planning
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The dose of brachytherapy was set 100% at point A. For 
external beam treatment, the dose to 95% volume of PTV 
for 50 Gy and 60 Gy was achieved. Mean doses to sur-
rounding normal organs were as follows: 53.0 Gy for rec-
tum, 46.0 Gy for urinary bladder, 24.4 Gy for small bowel, 
25.6 Gy for left femoral head, and 26.2 Gy for right femo-
ral head. External beam treatment was planned by using 
CT-based simulation (Figure 2A) and the dose volume 
histogram of tomotherapy planning was demonstrated 
in Figure 2D. For insertion of tandem of brachytherapy 
applicator, a silicone sleeve (manufactured by Fortune 
Medical Instrument Corp., New Taipei City, Taiwan) with 
a central hollow canal (Figure 3A) was used. It was placed 

into the endocervical canal with the caudal end stopping 
at the outer surface of the cervical os, and making con-
tact with the distal boundary of the cervical tumor during 
the entire brachytherapy course. Subsequently, a planned 
kilovoltage CT scan was performed for visualization and 
validation of the sleeve insertion (Figure 3B–3D).

Results

In the remaining EBRT fractions overlapping the 
brachytherapy course, we found that the air cavity in-
side the central hollow canal of the sleeve could be clear-
ly identified in the daily MV-CBCT images (Figure 2C).  
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Fig. 3. Demonstration of tandem insertion through sleeve 
and kilovoltage computed tomography scan images after 
sleeve insertion. A) White apparatus indicates sleeve,  
B) oblique coronal view, C) axial view, D) sagittal view
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The radiation oncologists matched the bony markers to 
adjust the daily setup errors because the MV-CBCT imag-
es could not provide a precise boundary for the soft tissue 
or the tumor, only for the bone (Figure 2B). Moreover, the 
main structure of sleeve was not visible in MV-CBCT im-
ages due to lower contrast resolution. The visualization 
of sleeve by kilovoltage planning CT scan could verify 
the limitation of MV-CBCT in this scenario. However, the 
sleeve air cavity had a clear boundary and could be used 
as a surrogate and reliable marker to guide the daily set-
up errors, and to demonstrate the primary tumor location 
before the delivery of each HT fraction. After the com-
pletion of the HT and brachytherapy course, the tumor 
and pelvic and paraaortic lymphadenopathy responded 
to CCRT (Figure 1B) with acceptable toxicity. No specific 

complications were noted related to the insertion of the 
sleeve for 11 months.

Discussion
In summary, the application of the sleeve during the 

interdigitated course of HT and brachytherapy in this pa-
tient provided information for the feasibility of using the 
sleeve air cavity as a surrogate marker for the localization 
of the main primary tumor before the daily delivery of 
image-guided HT. This result may suggest the desirabili-
ty of designing a clinical proposal for early integration of 
the sleeve during the HT course for a more precise target 
localization and validation.

The possible limitation of using the sleeve air cavity 
as an indicator for the main tumor location remains to 
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be carefully considered. For example, the insertion of the 
sleeve early in the EBRT course might be difficult due to 
the anatomical alteration caused by the bulky tumor at 
the cervical os [8,9]. The relatively long term of insertion 
of the sleeve may increase the pain scale, vaginal edema, 
and the risk of infection [10]. The unexpected scattering 
of the radiation dose from the sleeve needs further dose 
measurement in the phantom, especially when the scatter 
correction of CBCT is concerned [11]. Taken together, the 
early use of the sleeve during the EBRT course, instead 
of the insertion of the sleeve in a standard interdigitated 
brachytherapy course, should be performed with caution 
and could be validated by further clinical trials.

Concerning the possible application of magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) simulation in the future [12,13],  
the scattering and artifacts surrounding the sleeve might 
be an issue that should be addressed. To enhance the ap-
plicability in both CT- and MRI-based simulations, the 
modification of the sleeve component could be expedited 
in collaboration with material scientists [14].

The application of HT in the treatment of cervical 
cancer is on the increase due to the concerns of normal 
tissue toxicity and quality of life. Therefore, the efforts to 
further augment precision in the daily delivery of EBRT 
by HT is a crucial issue to be addressed. Previous use of 
metal clips to indicate tumor at our center was not satis-
factory, as the clips were not clearly visible on the CBCT 
images of the HT machine. The adoption of the sleeve air 
cavity as a marker guiding HT is the first in the literature, 
so the clinical validation for this issue is therefore war-
ranted. Regardless of using tomotherapy or IMRT, using 
sleeve may help image guidance during CBCT.

Conclusions
The application of the sleeve during the interdigitated 

course of HT and brachytherapy in this patient provided 
information for the feasibility of using the sleeve air cav-
ity as a surrogate marker for the localization of the main 
primary tumor before the daily delivery of image-guided 
HT. Further clinical validation for this issue is however 
warranted.
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